


Download the App for your device

You can download the Pixformance app on the App Store for your iPhone or on Google Play for your Android Phone.

Step One

Or simply scan this QR code using your phone’s camera



Opening the App and Registering an Account

The app will request you to insert 
your email address. Once inserted, 

tap the “Next” button.
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The app will now ask you to choose a 
password for your account. Repeat 
the password in the second text 
field to be sure you didn’t commit 

any mistakes.

 Accept the “Terms and Conditions” 
and “Data privacy” agreements.

(this step is mandatory in order to 
create a new account).
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Step two



Opening the App and Registering an Account

The app will send an email to the 
address you registered with. 

Check your email account and tap 
on the link inside the email from 

your phone.
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Tapping on the link will redirect you 
to the app and the registration will 
be completed. The app will show 

the following message:

For iOS only
In some remote cases tapping on the link 
in the email might not redirect you to the 
app but to your internet browser Safari. If 
you see this page on screen just pull down 
the page and tap on the top banner that 
shows the app icon and tap on “OPEN”. 
Furthermore, the issue should disappear.

Step two



Opening the App and Registering an Account
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From this point on your account has been created. 
The app will now guide you through the onboarding process, asking you some informations about your health, fitness status and favourite activities. 

Providing these informations, this will help the app in giving you better activities and workouts recommendations.

Step two



Opening the App and Registering an Account
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During the creation of your account, the app will request access to read and write informations from the Health app on iOS and Google Play on 
Android. Please grant access to the app for all the requested voices. This will enable the app to read health/workouts data that you performed using 

other apps on your phone and have an overall overview of your workouts inside the app.

Health app access request Google Fit access request

Step two



The app consists of 5 main sections
Plus User Profile and Settings

Activity My Pix

User Profile & Settings

Leaderboards QR CodeWorkouts



Composed of 5 sub sections for activities that you performed “Today, Yesterday and Tomorrow”. 
There is also a “This Week” section for a complete overview of the current week activities and a “History” section to check your complete history 

of performed activities for a specific time period.

Activity



To add a completed or a planned activity tap on the + 
button in the lower right corner. With the menu that 
appears, it is possible to start a live tracking activity, for 

running or cycling.
To add a new activity choose one from the list, tap next, choose a start date, press 

next and then set for how long you are planning to perform the activity. 
Press next and the activity will be added.
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With the menu, you can also choose to start a live tracking activity for running or cycling.
If you do not have “Privacy settings” enabled in your phone settings, the App will invite you to enable it. 

This is necessary for the App to live track your activity.
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This sections contains all the data related to your training status.
 Either you perform a workout with the Pixformance Station, with the app or you add your weekly activities. 

This page will be updated with informations about how well you are training specific muscles and body parts.

My Pix



Contains your active station workout plus a weekly selected collection of workouts. 
The curated workouts are available only for Pixformance Premium users which are auto-renewable subscriptions.

Workouts



The leaderboard section shows how well you are performing in terms of MET count. The results are compared to 
other people from your club or with all other clubs. If you prefer not to be visible on this list you can anonymise 

yourself from the Settings page.

Leaderboards



This section shows your QR code that you can use to authenticate yourself to the Pixformance Station. 
In case the code is not being scanned by the Station, please lower your phone screen brightness.

QR Code



In the Activity section, it is possible to access the profile view by tapping on your profile picture or user avatar. On this page, you will be able to have 
an overview of all your personal informations, which can be edited. It is also possible to access the settings where the subscription status can be 

viewed, as well as the email, password and notification settings can be changed.

User profi le  & settings


